
Custom Crown

Price Breakdown:
● Metal used + Stone(s) + Time + Shipping

Wire Type:
● Pure Copper - $15.50

○ This material will patina over time, giving it more of an earthy look.
It can run the risk of giving skin a green tone, especially if wet.

Stone Type:
● There are a variety of stones available to choose from. The photos in this

guide will give you a general idea of what's available. Once you select the
stone types you're interested in, I will send over confirmation that there are
plenty of stones to fulfill the order.

● Each crystal option is numbered below with a photo showing general
shapes available along with the price PER Slice of crystal piece. (example
crown takes 13 slices per row… #1 13 pieces x $1 = $13)

1
Green Dyed Imperial

Jasper Slices
$1



2
Dyed Imperial Jasper

Slices
$1

3
Aura Quartz $1

4
Tiger Eye Slices $1

5
Red Jasper Slices $1



6
Copper Titanium Quartz $1

7
Rose Quartz Slices $1

8
Lavender Aura Quartz $1

9
Amethyst cubes $1



10
Light Orange Titanium

Quartz
$1.50

11
Light Green Aura Quartz $1.50

12
Light Blue Aura Quartz $1

13
Lava Slices $1.50



14
Titanium Aura Quartz $1

15
Smokey Quartz $3

16
Titanium Aura Quartz $3

17
African Opal Slices $2.75



18
India Agate Slices $2.50

19
Amazonite Slices $2.50

20
Peruvian Pink Opal Slices $2.50

21
Ocean Jasper Slices $2.75



22
Garden Quartz $3.25

23
Orange Titanium Quartz $3.50

24
Copper Titanium $3.75

25
Gunmetal Black Titanium

Quartz
$3



26
Light Pink Quartz $3.25

27
Gold Titanium Quartz $3.50

28
Silver titanium Quartz $3

29
Purple & Gold Titanium

Quartz
$3



30
Clear Lavender Titanium

Quartz
$3

Center Piece:
● There are a variety of center bead/piece options to choose from, if you

would like to not have a centerpiece on the crown or elsewhere, please
choose “none” on the form. (Below are the bead options)

● If you would like to add a tumbled or raw stone, or even a spell jar to your
piece; please browse my shop for what is available and then add what you
would like in the Comment section of the form and I will confirm what I
have available in the choices.

1
Copper Anchor

$1.00

2
Silver Ocean Pieces with diamonds

$1.25



3
Silver Letters

$1.00

4 Silver Buddha
5 Copper Evil Eye

$1.00

6 Silver Heart
7 Copper Heart

$1.00

8 Silver Elephant
9 Silver Buddha Head

10 Silver Alpaca
$1.00

11 Silver Feather
12 Copper Feather

$1.00



13 Silver Birthstone
14 Gold Birthstone

$0.75

15
Silver Lotus Flower Bead

$1.00

16
Silver Ammonite Bead

$1.00

17
Silver Lotus Flower

$1.00



18
Silver Hamsa Hand

$1.00

Time:
● Time is charged on an hourly rate depending on how long the crystal

crown takes to make. Final price will be given when the item is completed,
a ballpark number can be given at the time of order but does not set that
number in stone.

● I charge $45 per hour (ex 3 hours to make an item would be 2x45 = $90
for time)

Shipping:
● $10 for shipping for one item; this includes information on your item and

crystals included in it.

Payment:
● A $50 deposit is required at the time of placing your order. This holds your

spot on my custom order list and guarantees you an item. This $50 is
deducted from the final cost of the item’s price but is not returned if the
order is abandoned.

● Payments are made through Etsy. I will create the final listing when the
item is completed and approved by the customer.

● Etsy offers payment plan options as do I if you are not approved for their
payment plan.

● All items must be paid for within a month of completion/approval or it will
be listed in my shop for sale to others. No item will be held beyond a
month.


